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Papers

Electron Beam
Triatomic Excimer

Abstruct-The spontaneousandstimulated
emission characteristics
of three recentlyreportedbroad-band blue-green rare gas-halide excimers, XeF ( C + A ) at 486 nm, Xe2CI at 518 nm, and KrzF centered
at 436 nm, are reviewed. The influence of different halogen donors
and buffer gases as well as optimization of both the gas mixture and
opticalresonatorconfiguration
for wavelength tuning were studied.
The kinetic mechanisms which describe the formation and quenching
of Xe2Cl* are discussed. Problems with achieving optimum gain as well
as understanding both molecular andatomicabsorptionsinelectron
beam excited raregas-halide mixtures aredetailed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
INCE 1975, numerous excimershave been reported that
are capable of generating high power laser reduction in the
visible and ultraviolet spectrum [ l ] - [5]. The relatively simple techniques required to pump such lasers, aswellas their
demonstrated high efficiency, have made them useful lasers in
many interesting applications. Recently,there has been interestin exploring the broadbandwidth emission,which is
observed from several diatomic and triatomic excimers as
wavelength tunable lasersources(seeFig.
1). Alternatively,
conversionofnarrow-band
UV excimer laser emission into
longer wavelength tunable dye laser radiation has been demonstrated [4] .l Wavelength tuning ofanexcimerwas
first
achieved over a 6 nm tuning range with the Xe, laser centered
at 172 nm [6]. With either a prismor diffraction grating as
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Fig. 1. Wavelengths and tuning ranges of the various rare gas, rare gashalide, rare gas-oxide, halogen, mercury halide, and broad-band RgX
and Rg2X excimer lasers. For Ar2F and Xe2F, thespectral ranges of
fluorescence are indicated.

the wavelength selecting element, a tuning range of 4 nm for
an A r 2 excimer laser at 127 nm [7 J and -2 nm for ArF, KrF,
XeC1, and XeF (B + X ) excimers [8], [9] has been achieved.
In this paper, the general characteristics of three new electron
beam pumped lasers, XeF ( C - - A ) [ l o ] , Xe2Cl [ l l ] , and
Kr2F [12], capable of broad-band tunability will be discussed.
Fig. 2 summarizes the complexes associated with high pressure
mixtures of the rare gases argon, krypton, and xenon with the
halogens fluorine and chlorine. The pure rare gas excimers,
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Fig. 4. Chemical structure and potential energy diagrams for a typical
(a) diatomic RgX* and (b) Rg2X* triatomic molecule.
Fig. 2. Raregas halide complexes and their associated emission wavelengths. The C -+ A transition of ArF has not yet been identified.
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Fig. 3. Relative dissociation energy of rare gas-halide excimers versus
the atomic number
of the rare gas; represents the pure rare gas
represents a B - + X exexcimers such as Ne;,AI;,Kr;,
and Xe;;
ciplex; o represents a C - t A exciplex; * stands for triatomic exciplexes. Thedouble lines indicatethosetrimers whichhave shown
laser action.

11. CHEMICALPHYSICS
Homogeneously broadened excimer emission bands have
been observed on the long wavelength side of most B + X electronic laser transitions as incidental companion fluorescence
[ l ] , [13]. These emission spectra are attributed to diatomic
C -+ A transitions and triatomic homonuclear and heteronuclear rare gas-halide excitiers.
In Fig. 3, the dissociation energies of the rare gas-halide excimers listed in Fig. 2 are plotted versus atomic number of the
rare gas. Each energy is normalized to the dissociation energy
of its respeetiw lare gas excimer Art, Krt, and Xet . The unstable Ne; and NeF* exciplexes have been adde{ for completeness. From this figure it is apparent that: 1) the dissociation
energy of the RgX exciplex decreases with increasing atomic
number, and 2) the dissociation energy increases regularly for
a particular rare gas with F, Cl, Br, and I. This diagram is useful in the search for wavelength positions of new unknown
candidates for broad-band C + A transitions (marked by the
rectangular symbols) or new trimers (marked by the triangular
symbols) such as Ar2CI* or the bromides o f Kr and Xe.
Schematic potential energy curves for the various RgX" and
RgzX" excimer lasers under consideration are shown in Fig. 4.
*

'
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Fig. 5. Xenon pressure dependenceof XeCl ( B -t X ) and Xe2Cl fluorescence spectra.

Excimer lasers operate on electronic transitions involving a
bound ionic excited state and a repulsive, or at most weakly
bound, lower state that rapidly dissociates. The lowest electronic level is designated the X state, withhigher levels labeled
A , B, C, etc. [Fig. 4(a)]. Due to the weakly bound nature of
the X state, the allowed B + X transition is inherently narrow
banded. The C + A transition, however, terminatesonthe
highly repulsive A state, which givesrise to the broad bandwidth of this transition. For the triatomic exciplex [Fig. 4(b)]
Rg2X*, the ground state is repulsive, similar to the A state of
the dimer, and thus, the emission is characteristically broad
banded. :
The formation of the trimer depends on several factors. It is
strongly enhanced by increasing both the buffer gas pressure
and the concentration of the rare gas. High pressure favors excimer formation by, increasing therecombination
rate of
atomic excitedstates into the molecular upper level.Fig. 5
depicts the effect of xenon pressure by showing the relative
Xe2C1* fluorescence emission for two different Xe' pressures
inelectron beam excited Ar/Xe/CC14 mixtures.The XeCl"
fluorescence intensity is not only reduced byopening the formation channel towards Xe, C1*, but also by increased nonradiative quenching of XeCI" due to the higher Xe partial pressure,
as discussed in SectionVI.
Because of the broad bandwidth characteristics of these excimers, the stimulated emission cross section of the bound-free
transitions is small. Therefore, pumping rates larger than those
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data

of atomic level lasers are necessary for reasonable gain. This
requires intense electron beam or other powerful pumping excitation (fast discharge or optical) of the excimer species in
order to achievelarge excited state populations. The formation of the excimer relies primarily on ion recombination and
chemical reactive collisional processes involving excited rare
gas species and an appropriate halogen donor.
.

,

111. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The basic experimental arrangement, illustrated in Fig. 6,
consists of an electron beam excitation source, a high pressure
laser cell, and various electrical and optical instrumentation.
Direct electron beam excitation is one ofthe most general
techniques for pumping excimer lasers [ 11- [3] on account of
the high peak powers available (in excess of IO3 MW/cm3),
broad spectral applicability, and scalable and proven technology, Efficiencies for conversion of electrical energy into excited states of the main buffers is close to 50 percent. Furthermqre,electron beam excited reactions can be conveniently
transferred to dischargelaser systems. Different techniques
are available for coupling the electron beam into the laser medium: These include transverse, radial, or longitudinal pumping
of the laser cell. In this paper, we employ transverse excitatiola'of the active media by means of an electron beam produced by the field emission diode of a Physics International
Pulserad 110 electron beam generator. This machine is capable
of producing 15 kA pulses of 1 MeV electrons with an 8 ns
pulse duration. A device such as the Pulserad 110 is especially
useful as a pump source for excimer lasers, since the short output pulse may not only be used to pump potentially low-gain
laser media, buttheshortexcitation
pulse permits detailed
studies ofpertinent reaction kinetics. Theelectron beam is
transyersly injected into the laser cell through a 50pm thick
titanium foil which serves as the anode of the field emission
diode, as well as a pressure barrier to separate the laser media
from the high vacuum diode region. The laser cell and field
emission diade are shown in Fig. 7, and are described in detail
in [14]. Several electrical monitors are useful in determining
how well the e-beam generator is performing. A Marx bank
voltage probe and a Rogowski coil (for measuring diode current) monitor the basic machine performance. A calorimeter

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the transverse electron beam pumped
laser cell.

and Faraday probe, which can both be mounted inside the
laser cell, monitor energy deposition and current density along
the optical axis. With an 8 cm X 1 cm cathode and 6 atm of
argon, the current density is -100 A/cm2 and the energy density is -2 J/cm2 at a distance of 2.5 cm from the anode foil.
The laser cell isconnected to an all stainless steel gas-vacuum
manifold. Thequality of the gases used in the experiments
and the filling techniques employed are important factors in
obtaining consistent experimental results, since quenching by
even small amounts of impurities can be severe. The rare gases
used-neon, argon, krypton, and xenon-were of research
grade, 99.995 percent pure. Halogen donors such as CCI4 and
NF3 were of spectrophotometric grade, with a purity of 99t
percent. The halogen donors were allowed to flow into the reaction celi slowly to permit precise pressure measurement of
less than 0.1 torr. The pressure was monitored with a capacitive MKS baritron gauge. The gas manifold was evacuated to
less than 10 mtorr between fillings of the gas constituents.
Buffer gases were introduced into the cell through high-flow
regulators to allow turbulent mixing of the halogen donor and
the rare gas.Becauseof
deterioration of the halogen donor
molecules, refding of the laser cell was necessary after a few
shots.
The cell arrangement shown in Fig. 7 has several features
which are importantfor
achievinglaser output from lowgain media. The intracell resonator, comprised of two highreflectivity mirrors separated by 10 cm, eliminates reflection
losses which would occur at window surfaces in the case of
external optics. Internal optics also allow the use of a short
cavity length to decrease the roundtrip transit time. The resonator may be conveniently aligned from outside the cell, since
the mirrors are held by flexible bellows mounts. Alignment is
necessary after everylaser shot to insure consistent performance. The bellows mounts are made versatile so that they
can be adapted to hold a variety of cavity optics, including
mirrors, prisms, and gratings. The optimum cavity configuration consisted of a high reflectivity (>99 percent) curved mirror (r = 2 m) and a flat output coupler (2-5 percent) with its
optical axis 2.5 cm from the anode. Wide-band (+15 nm) dielectric coatings were used with a protective SiOz outer layer
to prevent attack by fluorine and chlorine on the sensitive optical coating. For such a resonator, the volume of the active
region was only about 0.04 cm3, but this'geometry insured
alignment stability against the e-beam induced shock wave.
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Unstable resonators would yield a much larger interaction volume, but laser threshold conditions would be difficult to obtain with the low-gain excimers.
The optical emission of the electron beam excited rare gashalide mixture in the laser cell could be monitored in several
ways. Timeintegrated spectral data were recordedwitha
Princeton AppliedResearch
optical multichannelanalyzer
(OMA1) using a model 1254D intensified vidicon detector.
Temporal data were obtained simultaneously with a fast vacuum photodiode (ITT F4000 S 5 ) or a photomultiplier (RCA
C31000B). Narrow-band interference filters were used to obtain temporal characteristics in a limited spectral range. The
signal fromthephotodiode
was recordedwithaTektronix
R7912 transient digitizer. Careful electrical and X-ray shielding of the detection apparatus minimized noise that resulted
from firing the e-beam machine. Both the transient digitizer
and the OMA 1 were interfaced to a DEC PDP 11/23 minicomputer system, controlled by means of an HP 2648A graphics
terminal, as shown in Fig. 6. Temporal and spectral data reduction and feature extraction were accomplished with software routines developed for this purpose.
IV. THE XeF ( C + A ) LASER
As a first example of a broad-band tunable excimer
laser, the
XeF (C+ A ) laser centered in the blue-green at 486? 20 nm is
briefly discussed. This laser has been pumped photolytically
[ 151, [ 161 and by both electron beam [lo], [ 171 and discharge [ 181, [ 191 excitation. Continuous broad-band tunability and an output energy in excess of 6 J have been reported
in [20]. Amplification by injecting tuned dye laser pulses is
described in [21]
The relatively high gain of XeF (C +A )
[22]-[24] accountsforits successful operationundersuch
diverse conditions.The relevantenergylevels of the C + A
and B + X transitions of XeF are given in Fig. 8. Contrary to
the usual case, the Cstate lies about 0.1 eV (700 cm-l) below
the B state in this system 1251- [27]. The ratio of C and B
state quantum yield is about 0.1 [28]. The small energy difference between the B and C states may be used to enhance
the population density of the C state by cooling the gas mixture t o below room temperature [29]. Heating the mixture
increases the B state population, and thus favors the B 3 X

.
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Fig. 9. Spectra of XeF (C-t A ) laser showingtuning effects using
reflectorswithmaximum reflectivity centeredat 465 nm and 485
nm, respectively.

transition at 351 and 353 nm. Fig. 9 demonstrates the broadband tunability of the C-+A transition using a wide-band 100
percent reflector, and two 2 percent output couplers centered
at 465 and 485 nm. The figure shows a potential tuning range
of 65 nm,from 450 to 515nm, for anoptimizedmixture
of 16 torr Xe, 8 torr NF3, and 6 atm Ar. An intracell Littrow
prism or a high efficiency grating could also be used to tune
the laser output, but only in a longitudinally pumped cell with
increased gain length [30] The strong modulationof the laser
output shown in Fig. 9 is due to transient absorption processes,
and will be discussed in Section VIII. The laser pulses occur in
the afterglow ofthe electron beam excitation because ofinitial
molecular absorptions arising from the argon buffer gas and
the long ring-up time due to the limited gain [31] , which delay the laser action by -35 ns [ IO]. An interesting feature of
the XeF C + A transition occurs when very
a high-Q resonator
cavity is used. A sudden increase in the output power by as
much as two or three orders of magnitude, accompanied by
enhanced spectral and temporal narrowing, isobserved. This
may be due to enormously increased photon flux inside the
high-Q cavity. In this case, a few of the absorption features
(indicated by 1-3 in Fig. 10) have been bleached out and appear in emission. A possible explanation for this high output
could be that the extremely high-Q cavity for the C + A transition might lead to the channeling of all of the inversion energy into the C - t A bound-free emission. Assuming a Boltzmann temperature distribution between the C and B states,
and a level spacing of -0.1 eV, one can only account for a factor of 50 increase, which is about 10 times too small for the observed increase in output intensity. An alternative explanation

.
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TABLE I
TRIATOMIC
RAREGASHALIDES

SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF THE

X

AX

*rad

Rg2X (nm) (nm)

145a NezF
Ar2F
ArzCl

Kr2F

KrzCl
KrzBr
Xe2F
XezCl
XezBr
XezI

!

L5O

(ns)
-

290
246
420
325
318
630
490
430
375

220
>I30
>500
-200
>135
250
-

45

30
70
30
100
80

80

-
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aCalculated, possible spectrumin [37 1.
bThis work.
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Fig. 10. Influenceofcavity-&
on XeF (C-t A ) laser intensity.For
high-Q, cavity (upper spectrum) laser intensity increases by a factor
of
lo2. Atspectral positions @, @, and @, absorptionfeatures of
low intensity spectrum are reversed into emission lines. Mercury and
Ar' laser lines are included for calibration.

would be that the high intercavity photon flux may lead to
nonlinear bleaching [32] of an unusually broad-band absorption feature of unknown origin. In any event, the large output
powers observedsuggest that for efficient utilization of the
C + A transition, either a cavity dumping technique or a fast
injection procedure might prove very useful.
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V. THE TRIATOMICRARE GASHALIDE EXCIMERS:
XezCl AND Kr2F
Inaddition to emission from the raregas-halide excimer
RgX", broad-band emission is observed at longer wavelengths
from triatomic exciplexes RgzX" [ I ] , [14], [33] - [36], as described in Section 11. Such trimers are primarily formed by
three-body collisions between the excimer RgX" and a rare
gas. The ionic potentials of the excited states of these trimers
have been calculated using ab initio computations [36] - [39]
and a "diatomics in molecules'' (DIM) approach [40]. Table I
lists the homonuclear raregas-halide triatomic molecules, as
well as such important parameters as the emission wavelengths
for transitions to the repulsive ground state [Fig. 4(b)J, the
bandwidth Ah, and the radiative lifetime (reciprocal Einstein
A coefficient) 7,ad. It is immediately obvious from Table I
that the bandwidths for these bound-free transitions, typically
50-80 nm, are much larger than the 1-2 nm for the mainline
B + X transition. The radiative lifetimes are also much longer,
typically 100-200 ns for the trimers, as compared to 4-40 ns
for the diatomic excimers. Of the 10 trimers listed in Table I,
only XezC1 [ l l ] and Kr2F [12], [41] have been observed to
lase so far. The spectral and temporal fluorescence characteristics of high pressure Ar/Xe/NF, , Ar/NF,, and ArIXeICCl,
mixtures were evaluated. These mixtures were typically composed of a few torr of ahalogen donor, several hundred torr of

b

nm

aotrn Ar
20 torr Kr
10 t o r r N F ~

BatmAr
LOO t o r r K r
10 t o r r NF3

jKrFi

6-x
12~3nm)

/

IL20nml

I

(b)
Fig. 11. Fluorescence spectra of (a) ArzF and ArF ( B + X) and (b) of
Kr2F and KrF (B -+X). In the case of (b), the fluorescence peaksof
ArzF and KrF ( C + A ) are superimposed at 290 n
m.

a rare gas, and several atmospheres of a buffer gas. Composite
fluorescence spectra of the excimers studied in this work are
shown in Figs. 1 1 and 12. Such fluorescence measurements
served to determine various spectroscopic and laser parameters.
In addition, kinetics andoptimum gas composition of the
broad-band exciplex media were studied under fluorescence
conditions.
A laser spectrum for XezCl is shown inFig. 13. The laser
spectrum is characterized by spectral narrowing with the
FWHM decreasing from 80 to 13 nm. Furthermore,the
intensity of the stimulated emission increases compared to
fluorescence intensity. In addition, the peak laser intensity is
red shifted by 30 nm from the fluorescence peak. This is partly
caused by the h4 gain dependence [ 13 and partly by the cavity
reflectors centeredat 520 nm.Cavity enhanced atomic ab-
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Fig. 12. Fluorescencespectra of (a) Xe2C1,XeCl ( B - t X),andXeCl
(C -t A ) and (b) XezF, XeF ( B X ) , and XeF (C + A ) .
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Fig. 13. Laser spectrum of the trimer Xe2Cl. Various Hg and the 514.5
nmargon ion laser line are indicated for calibration of the OMA I
spectrum.

sorption lines are apparent as in the case of the XeF ( C + A )
laser. Fig. 14 shows typical normalized temporal characteristics of the W and visible fluorescence and laser output from
a high pressure Ar/Xe/CC14 mixture. The laser pulse exhibits
temporal narrowing compared to the fluorescence pulse, and is
considerably delayed (by -35 ns) from the e-beam pulse due
to buffer gas transient absorptions. Furthermore, the Xe, C1"
emission occurs delayed with respect to the W fluorescence

pulse and the laser output reaches its maximum peak intensity later than the XezCl fluorescence peak. As discussed previously, the delay of the laser pulse is a consequence of the
long ring-up time of the cavity oscillation as discussed in [3 1).
A series of experiments was conducted to find optimal conditions for maximum laser output. The gas mixture was studied
in detail over the following ranges: CC14, 0.4-3 torr; Xe, 100800 torr; Ar, 2-10 atm. The strong influence of CCI4 and Xe
partial pressure on the laser output is evident in Fig. 15(a) and
(b). At 200 torr of Xe, the laser intensity had a sharp peak at
1.2 torr CCl, with the peak shifting for higher Xe pressures.
As can be seen, the effective pressure range for CC14 and Xe
is quite limited. The argon buffer gas had a surprising effect
on the intensity, asFig. 15(c) shows. The saturation at high
Ar pressures reflects bothalimitation
in theformation of
Xe2Cl* and absorptionsbyexcited
molecular argon [42].
Neon and nitrogen werealso used as buffer gases to isolate
some of the effects of argon absorption. However, the trimer
did not achieve threshold laser conditions for up to 10 atm of
N2 , and showed only weak laser action with up to 12 atm of
neon. Other chlorine donors species such as C12, HCl, CHC13,
CH2C1,, and CH3Clwerealso tried,but CC4 proved to be
better in terms of optimizing laser performance.
Besides spectral and temporal narrowing, the trimer output
showed spatial narrowing aswell. The laser beam divergence
was measured to be about 8 mrad. As in the case of XeF
(C-t A ) , tuning was accomplished with cavity reflectors of
different center wavelengths.
Theothertriatomic
laser Kr2F [12], although somewhat
weaker thanthe Xe,C1 laser, showed all the characteristics
expected for stimulated emission behavior, which werediscussed in detail for the XezCl laser. The peak laser output occurred with 10 torr NF3 as the halogen donor, while the output
showed no real maximum for both Kr and Ar but, rather, increased with pressure. Atomic absorptions by krypton metastables were identified in the laser spectrum.

VI. KINETICSOF TRIATOMICEXCIMERS
The energy transfer and excited state kinetics for trimers is
complex, especially for electron beam pumping [ 11- [4] . The
detailed kinetic route by which the excimer is formed depends
upon the excimer, the halogen donor molecule, the excitation
conditions, and the partial pressures of the constituent gases.
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Fig. 16.Schematic diagram of the Xe2C1 kinetic process. Radiative
lifetimes and quenchingrate constants arealso depicted.
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Fig.17.Comparison of experimentally observedXezCl fluorescence
pulses andcalculated pulsesbased on the kineticsmodel of Fig.
16 1361.

400 Torr Xe

A reaction scheme fortheformationof
Xe2C1* from
XeCl* via a termolecular reaction is illustrated in Fig. 16. For
XeCl the production of Xe2C1 corresponds to an alternative
decay channel, together with radiative decay and collisional
quenching due to Ar, Xe, and CCL, with quenching rate coThe XeCl* emission data
efficients as indicated in Fig.16.
appear to indicateafurther possible quenching mechanism,
260 460 660 SO0 lob0 1'200
ARGON PRESSURE,KPA
with kXeCI(Ar,Xe) 4 X IOw3' cm' s-l byanotherthree(4
body collisional process that involves a highly unstable interFig. 15. Dependence of Xe2Cl laser intensity upon (a) CCl4 concentra- mediate species such as ArXeCl* [5 11 , [52] . For the pressure
tion, (b) xenon concentration, and (c) argon concentration.
range required for optimum trimer fluorescence, XeCI* suffers
The main excitation mechanism takes place via three-body severe quenching by the high xenon pressures. The termolecureactions of excited and ionized excimers. In this paper, we lar formation mechanism may be tested in several ways, as dislimit the discussion to Xe2CI* kinetics based on temporal fluo- cussed in [44]. For example, Fig. 17 shows the good agreerescence measurements of electron beam excited Ar/Xe/CC14 ment between the experimentally measured and calculated
mixtures [43]. It is apparent from Fig. 14 that the Xe2Cl* Xe2Cl pulses for a mixture of 2 atm Ar, 400 torr Xe, and 2
fluorescence peak occurs after the W fluorescence had effec- torr CC14.
Rateconstantsfortheformation
reaction and for several
tively decayed to zero. From this observation and previous
work [44] [45] itmay be concluded thatthe diatomic ex- termolecular quenching reactions of Xe2C1* have been meacimer XeC1* is a precursor in the reaction chain leading to the sured [43] and are given in Fig. 16. The value of the formation
cm6
formation of Xe2CI*, subsequent to channeling of initial elec- constant kl (Ar, Xe)was found to be 1.5 k 0.5 X
s-l.
The
dominant
loss
process
for
both
XeCl*
and
Xe2C1
is
tron energy into the excited dimer state. Such a conversion
quenching
by
the
halogen
donor
CC4.
Quenching
by
argon
and
of RgX* into Rg,X* has been considered as the predominant
formation mechanism for other ionic and substitutive reactions by xenon is less severe. The quenching conditions play an iminvolving two or three bodies for Ar2F, Kr2F7
and Kr2Cl [I31 portant role in determining the laser operating conditions, as
was shown in Fig. 15. The rate of collisional quenching of the
E461 [501 .
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Fig. 18. Stern-Volmer plots of (a) Xe2CI* against CC14 pressure,and
(b) Kr2F against NF3 pressure.

trimers was established by measuring thedecayconstant
7
for a number of mixtures containing constant amounts of two
of the gases but different amounts of the third 'component.
Some of the experimental data are shown in Figs. 18 and 19.
In Fig. 18, the XezCl and KrzF decay frequency7-l is plotted
as afunctionofthe
CC14 and NF, pressures, respectively.
Fromthe slopes,
and k&-, were c a l d a t e d as (6 +- 1) X
cm3 s-' and 5 X lo-" cm3 s-l, respectively. Thus,
NF3 is a much less severe quencher than CC4. This observation is substantiated by the halogen donor pressure dependence
of the fluorescence ofXe2C1 and Kr2F as shown in Fig. 19.
Hence, it ispossible to employmuchhigherNF3 pressures
than CC4 to optimize fluorescence intensity. However, as discussed in the previous section, a search for another chlorine
donor has not been successful thus far. The radiative lifetime
of the donors can be estimated from the zero interceptin Figs.
18 and 19'. This intercept contains contributions due to collisional quenching of Xe2C1* by Xe and Ar, and of Kr2F* by
Kr and Ar. However, when these were subtracted, the respective radiative, lifetimes were computed as 135 and 130 ns.
The postulated trimer formation mechanism
predicts only a
limited efficiency for the production of Xe2C1 from XeCl in
the absence of an intermediate heteronuclear excimer species.
The laser output powers for electron beam pumped triatomic
excimers so far are limited by the relatively small formation
rate, and by the presence of transient molecular and atomic
absorptions.
VII. OPTICALGAIN CONSIDERATIONS
A critical issue of the performance of low-gain lasers such as
Xe2C1, Kr2F, and XeF (C + A ) is the relationship between the
gain of the excimer transition and absorptions from other molecular or atomic species. The gain n q y be measured experimentally by 'a variety of methods. A comparison of three of
these methods is presented in [22], This reference describes
gain measurements made on XeF by a shutter technique, in
which different volumes of the 'gas are excited by the e-beam,
by a mirror method, in which amplified spontaneous emission
is used, and adirect measurement using a CW laser probe beam,
Gain may &so be determined by measuring the ring-up time of
the laser pulse [28], [31]. Table I1 provides a comparison between the calculated and measured gains for each of thelaser
mixtures studied. The data for the B + X transitions af XeF
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Fig. 19. Pressure dependence of Xe&l* and KrzF*fluorescence on
the halogen donorpartial pressure.

are included for comparison. It is immediately evident froq
this table that the broad-band e x c b e r lasers possess far lesq
gain than their narrow-band rare gas-halide counterparts. This
is due to thesmaller stimulated emission cross section, and the
fact that the trimers and the C+ A dimers represent decay:
channelsfor the primarydiatomic exciplexes. Except for
Kr2F, the general agreement is good. In the case of Kr2F, the
gain measurement was made at a wavelength corresponding t@
a strong absorption in the laser spectrum. Hence, little or no
gain would be expected, and in fact, o n l i absorption was observed [53], [54]. The optic4 gains reported for XeF (C+ A )
[22], [23] and Xe2Cl [55] are in, agreement with those measured in this work even though 'the experimental conditions
were quite different. Thelower gain for discharge pumped
XeF (C + A ) [ 171 is a result of the lower pumping power
used.
In the absence of absorbers, the unsaturated gain coefficient
g of an excimer system may be calculated using fluorescence
data in the expression [ 1J , [2]
I

.

where u is the stimulated emission cross section, h is the central
wavelength of the transifion, Ah is the bandwidth (FWHM) of
the fluorescence spectrum, N* is the excited state population
density in the upper laser level, and c is the velocity of light.
The gain data pf the broad-band transition lasers in Table I1
are based on the probe-beammeasurement 'of go for XeF
( C - + A ) [23]. For this excimer, N* = 7 X lo1' cm-,.has
been calculated, and this figure has then beenused to compute
the other excited state densities based on comparable OMA
and diode neasurepents, taking into account the spectral response ofthe detectors.
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TABLE I1
COMPARISON
OF CALCULATED
AND EXPERIMENTAL GAIN DATA
Excimer

u, cm2 X 1 0 - l ~

gcalc, cm-l

KrzF
Xe2Cl
A12 F
XeF (C + A )
XeF ( B + X )

0.7

0.013a
0.024
0.002
0.07
-

0.8

0.2
1.1
50

gexp, cm-l
-

0.027b, 0,025 1551

-

0.05 [22],
[23],

0.01 [17], 0.3 [22]

aOnly absorption was observed in [53] and [54].
bThis work.
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Fig. 21. Calculated extraction efficiencyofe-beam pumped low-gain
excimers as a function of output coupling for the indicated value of
go. Internal losses are characterized by ~i =O,Ol/cm (detzils in [47]).
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multiple transits (3-5 passes) through the excimer medium,
the direct probe method is particularly useful. This method
makes it, possible to measure conveniently both the magnitude
and temporal behavior of the effective optical gain. Fig. 20
shows that the net gainvaries strongly as a function of disL
I
0
50
100
150
200
tance
from the anode foil. Near the anode foil, a strong initial
NANOSECONDS
molecular absorption in the immediate afterglow of the pump
(b)
pulse is seen, followed by a weak gain of - 1 percentlcm: The
intermediate case, at the optic axis, shows gain and absorption
Xe2CI
canceling initially, followed by a stronggain of 2.7 percent/cm.
8 atm Ar
2 400 Torr Xe
The lack of initial absorption was unexpected, although the
1.4 Toir CCll
delay in the gain peak corresponds well to the delay in the laser
E
output. At the furthest distance from the anode [Fig.'20(c)]
no
initial absorption was present, and a gain of 1.7 percent/cm
z
occurred soon after the e-beam pump pulse. The gain measure--ments on Xe,Cl at 5 14.5 nm are useful, since they confirm the
0gain calculations as well as provide insight into the competition between e-beam induced molecular absorption and population inversion.
0
50
100
I50
200
So far all the output power from, the broad-bandexcimer laNANOSECONDS
sers
is in the llowatt range, primarily due to the small active
(C)
mode
volume available from the stable resonator. However, it
Fig. 20. Temporal behavior of XezCl gain with optical axis (a) 1.5 cm
from foil, (b) 2.5cm from foil, and (c) 3.5 cm from foil (vertical should be pointed out that even in low-gain systems, the expass).
traction efficiency in terms of photons coupled out divided by
the number of excited states produced by theparticular transiBecause of the availability of several Ar+ laser lines in the tion could be as h g h as 50 percent with an appropriate choice
Xe2Cl excimer band, and the possibility o f increasing the sensi- of output couplers. Fig. 21 depicts the dependence of extractivity of the gain measurement by many horizontal' orvertical tion efficiency versus transmission of the output coupler,
"0-

-c^

I

I
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Both Ar: and Ar"" are capable of interacting with Xe to form
Xe" [61] , [62] by the following reactions:
Ar""

Fig. 22. Kinetic scheme leading to atomic absorption from 3 P xenon
~
metastables to high-lying Rydberglevels.

tlnder the assumption of steady-stateconditionsfor various
gain figures ranging from go = 0.02 cm-' to go = 0.08 cm-I
and L = 7.5 cm, as discussed in detail in [56]. Fig. 21 shows
that the output powers of the broad-band lasers could be enhanced by nearly one order of magnitude by selection of an
optimum output coupler.
VIII. MOLECULARAND ATOMICABSORPTION
BY ELECTRON
BEAM PUMPEDBROAD-BAND
RARE GASHALIDES

The existence of transient absorptioninelectron
beam
pumped rare gas halides limits the performance af excimer lasers by lowering extraction efficiency and limiting scalability.
Two of the most prominent characteristics of low-gain XeF
(C-+A),Xe2C1, and KrzF electron beam excited lasers is that
stimulated emission is delayed by broad-band ionic absorbing
species and the presence of a large number of intense absorption lines present in the emission spectrum [2] , [ 101 [ 121,
[28], [57]. The broad-band absorbers have been identified
as molecular in origin [42] , and come from the argon buffer
gas in the form of dimers such as Ar;. The absorbing excited
molecules are created at the onset of electron beam excitation,
and have a lifetime of10-20 ns. This absorption seriously
limits the laser efficiency even though the excited state production efficiency is very high. Thus, laser action occurs in
the afterglow regime of the electron beam pulse. The transient
nature of themolecular absorption is ciearly shown in Fig. 20.
The absorption at 515 nm is on the order of 30 percent/cm
at 8 atm of Ar [42]. The other absorption has been identified
as involving longer living excited atomic species, notably the
rare gas metastables, which surVive forhundredsof
nanoseconds. These atomic metastables can give rise to discrete
absorption involving transitions to excited Rydberg states
[58] - [ 6 0 ] .
Metastable states are most likely created by excitation from
excited argon species, following the kinetic chain listed below
(also shown in Fig. 22):

-

e-

+ Ar

Ar+ + 2Ar
Ari + e- -+ Ar2

-+

-+

-+

Ar+ + 2eArl + Ar
Ar""

+ Ar

Ar"" + 2Ar -+ Arjl' + Ar.

+ Xe Xe" + Ar
+ Xe 4 Xe" + 2Ar.
-+

Ar;
Xenon has two excited metastable states, 'P,, {5p5(zP312)
6s[3/2],}, and 3P0,{5p5(2P,~2)6s'[1/2]o}. Inaddition,
there are two other excited states with 5p56s configuration,
6s[3/2] (3P1)and 6s'[1/2] 1 ' ('PI), but they have allowed
dipole transitions to the ground state, and are thus short-lived
in situations where the xenon concentration is low. The 3P2
metastable is locatedat 8.3 eV, whereas the 3P0 metastable
state is at 9.5 eV. These states may absorb radiation and undergo resonant transitions to higher excited Rydberg levels
near theionizationlimit, as depicted in Fig. 22. For large
principal quantum numbers n , the Rydbetg atomis hydrogenic
in the sense that it consists of a single electron moving in an
orbitaround a unit charge. Some possible transitions from
xenon metastables are to the nf(3/2), , fif(5/2), , n ~ ( 1 / 2 ) ~ ,
and np(3/2),excited states. The selection nile is thatthe
parity must change during the transition, and that A J = +1,0
[55] . For principal quantum number n up to about 12, the
location ofthe observed excited states has been tabulated
[63]. The energy levels of Rydberg states with higher principle quantum numbers can be calculated using a quantum defect model. For such a model, one calculates the ionization
energy of the higher states using the expression

where Ry is the Rydberg constant (13.6 eV) and 6 is the quantumdefect, which is calculated from known lines withthe
expression
/ 13.6
IP is the ionization potential of the
metastable (1 2.1 eV for
Xe) and E, is the energy of a known level with principle quantum number n.
In order to identify the absorptionlines in the laser spectrum
of XeCl (C-+A) Xe,C1 and Kr,F, carefully calibrated timeintegrated spectra were recorded with the optical multichannel
analyzer. Calibration spectra were taken before and after each
shot, using mercury emission or argon ion laser lines as reference. A computer program was used to plot the spectra with a
calibrated wavelength scale.
Fig. 23 shows typical high-resolution laser spectra for both
XeF (C + A ) and Xe2C1. Absorptions by Xe metastables have
been identified at many wavelengths throughout the excimer
laser band. Assignments of the transitions indicated in Fig. 23
were based on data from [57], [58] , [63]. Absorption lines
identified in XezCl i n d XeF (C -+ A ) laser spectra arising from
the 3P0 metastable state are listed in Table 111. There was one
transition from the 3Pz metastable state to the 7 ~ ( 3 / 2 )Ryd~
berg state at 461.3 nm. However, no absorptions originating
from the Xe 3Pt level were observed as in [28]. It should be
noted that there are other absorption lines visible on the spectra which have not yet been identified.
t
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187

IIII

502

L93

I

L82 LE7 L93

3e- nflM),

L50

LEO

I

470

I

LBO

L90

I

I

-

510

500

WAVELENGTH, nm

(a)

IDENTIFIED

Transition

11.96

9
1oa
11
12
13
14
15
16

12.03
12.06

hP(1/2)1
11
12
13
14’
16
18

11.94

12.06

1.94

nP(3/2)1
619.7
508.3

10
11
12

in nm

eV
11.84
11.91
11.99
12.01
12.05
12.07
12.07
11.88
11.98
12.00
12.04

I

I

I

516.4
502.5
493.4
487.1
482.5
479.1
476.5
474.5
472.8
471.5
509.3
497.5
491.1b
484.2
477.5
473.4

11.80
11.88

aValues for n = 10-16 calculated using6 = 0.043.
a transition of 489.3 which is calculated
bThisvaluediffersfrom
from the data in [63].
CValuesforn = 14-18 calculated using 6 = 3.45.

The laser spectra of Kr,F also shows a number of characteristic absorption lines. Some of these can be identified with
transitions from krypton metastables to low-level Rydberg
states. The emission spectrum of KrzF is centered at around

I

I

I

516

502

539

I
1;

l
480

I

I

5m

I

=n

6

7

8

,b

l

i

l

i

540

520

WAVELENGTH, nm

(b)

TABLE I11
TRANSACTIOh’S BETWEEN
XENON 6s” Po METASTABLES
AND
HIGH-LYING RYDBERG
STATES

n

I

l
560

-

’

435 nm, whereas the high-lying Rydberg levels havetransitions
corresponding to around 350 nm. Thus, the overlap of the
emission spectrum and the rich region of the absorption spectrum is not as great as in the case of XeF ( C + A ) or Xe2C1.
Transitions from 3Pz to 6 ~ ( 3 / 2 )and
~ 6p(l/2), can be identified, as wellas atransition from the 3P0 metastable to the
5f(3/2), Rydberg level. The unidentified lines may be due to
absorption by NF3 orreaction byproducts.
Additional confirmation of the metastable nature of the absorbing species was obtained by comparing the temporal behavior of the XeF (C-t A ) laser at 486 nm, where the OMA
spectrum indicates a maximum in output intensity with a corresponding minimum in the spectrum at 487 nm. In both
cases, the laser output had the same temporal characteristics.
Since the XeF (C -+ A ) pulse length was greater than 60 ns, the
absorption must have remained relatively constant throughout
the duration of the pulse. Hence, the initial level of the absorbing species must be metastable on t h s time scale.
Several attempts were made to reduce the effects of the absorptions. For example, the KrzFlaser was operated at - 55°C
to shift the absorption to lower wavelengths [ 5 3 ] , [64]. No
major change was observed. The XeF (C-+ A ) and XezCl lasers were also operated at lower temperatures with different
buffer gases such as Ne, Xe, and N2 , but most of the absorption features remained unaffected.
Absorption features are a significant characteristic 6f ebeam excited broad-band excimer lasers. Not only do these
absorption lines reduce the total output power from the laser,
but they play a significant role in limiting the tunability of the
laser. In principle, it should be possible to eliminate a large
number of these lines by introducing aquencher for the xenon
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metastableground state. Efforts in that direction have had
limited success thus far, although recent workreportedin
[28] suggests that the atomic metastable absorptions may be
quenched by rapid transfer to Nz when using photolytic excitation at 172nm with anXe: radiation source.

*CCELERAToRY

(a)

IX. SUMMARY
Laser characteristics were studied extensively for the broadLASER MIRROR
/
HELMHOLTZ COIL
band rare gas-halide excimers Xe2Cl, KrzF, and XeF ( C - t A ) .
Since all three excimers have unbound ground states, a spectrally wide emission bandwidth is available for wavelength tuning. Other excimers with wide fluorescence bandwidths-ArzF
TO VACUUM PUMP
I
AND GAS HANDLING
and KIF (C+ A ) at 290 nm, XeCl (C + A ) at 345 nm, and
XezF at 630nm-were studied but exhibited gains which were
too small to achieve laser threshold in the 10 cm transversely
pumped laser cavity used in these experiments, Spectral and
DlOdE/
temporalfluorescence studies were conducted as an interADAPTER COIL
L
mediate step in establishing optimum conditions for obtaining
Fig. 24. Longitudinallyelectron beampumpedlasercell
in (a) the h
laser action, and to derive kinetic constants. A detailed specgeometry and (b) thehead-on configuration.
troscopic study was performed for Xe2C1*, which yielded formation and quenching rate constants as indicated in Fig. 16.
Tuning was achieved for all three excimers by using optics cen- cavity reflectors. Preliminary experimentsusing the h configutered at different wavelengths. Efficiencies forthese lasers ration have yielded three orders of magnitude increase in power
were small because of the small active volume defined by the for an Ar-Nz laser mixture as compared to the output when
using the transverse cell shown in Fig. 7.
stable optical resonatorgeometry.The
optical gain forthe
The longer available gain length of the longitudinal arrangetrimer Xe2C1was measuredup to 2.7 percentlcm.The gain
was delayed by transient absorptions involving the argon buf- ment wiU allow a variety oftuningexperiments.Insertion
fer gas. In addition, atomic absorptions from metastable lower losses encountered by using prisms, gratings, or etalons should
states to Rydberg upper states were also identified in all the not exceed the per pass gain of the medium. This condition is
not satisfied for low-gain broad-band excimers pumped translaser spectra. Gain data are listed in Table 11, and the xenon
3P0 metastable absorption lines observed in the XeF (C+ A ) versly.Besides more efficient e-beam energy deposition, the
longer cell will also permit using reflectors which will greatly
and Xe2C1 laser spectra are compiled in Table 111.
Several futureapproaches to the development of tunable increase the active volume, and hence yield much greater laser
broad-band excimer lasers appear to be feasible. For example, output power. Such improvements will make broad-band exother RgzX molecules as indicated in Table I, such as Xe2Br, cimer lasers more useful for potential applications on account
Kr2C1, or Ar2F, may be studied as potential new laser media. of their wide wavelength tunability.
Second, new methods of coupling.the e-beam energy into the
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